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In 2021, California became the first U.S. state to require that public high schools teach ethnic studies. Given polarized politics over what that mandate might mean, this Essay reflects on the role of ethnic studies curriculum in one place, through the voices of three people. The place is Stockton—the most diverse city in America and home to more than twenty years of grassroots investment in ethnic studies courses. Oral histories from three generations of the leaders who built that local curriculum—each of whom was shaped by their own ethnic studies education—offer a personal window into what the work has been about. Set in a city, like many others, with a long history of neighborhood and school segregation, these Stockton stories provide a chance to reflect on the curriculum’s legal history as a court-ordered remedy for de jure and de facto school segregation. Ethnic studies could not integrate Stockton’s schools but it could, and did, finally integrate the content of their lessons to reflect the people in the room.
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INTRODUCTION

Dillon Delvo grew up in Stockton, California, in what scholars call a tri-generational family. His father was sixty-three when Delvo was born and decades older than Delvo’s mother. As a young boy, Delvo was embarrassed of their age difference, mortified to think that his dad was “a horny old man.” Behind his father’s back, Delvo tried to pass him off as his grandfather. But Delvo’s views began to change after he left for college in San Francisco. He took his first Asian American studies course, majored in ethnic studies, and completed a thesis on Filipino history in California. The reason tri-generational families were common among Filipino Americans, he learned, was not rooted in a preference for younger women. That pattern reflected the fact that Delvo’s father and other Filipino men were legally and practically barred from marrying during their prime years. Filipinos like Delvo’s father were recruited to labor in California agriculture at ratios of about fourteen men to every one woman. Those men were then subject to strict anti-miscegenation laws until 1948, which prohibited them from marrying anyone classified as white—a bar that, under California race law at the time, included the Mexican American women who lived in Filipinos’ segregated neighborhoods. Strict immigration quotas barred Filipino men from returning to the Philippines to marry and moving back to California. They were also subject to prohibitions on land ownership under so-called Alien Land Laws until 1942, which made the community reliant on cash wages without the ability to build wealth to support a family.

College research and courses taught Delvo another aspect of his father’s generation: They were not passive victims. They were leaders in shaping a more ethical California. They had been organizers in the California farmworker movement of the 1960s, one of the most legendary civil and economic rights battles in U.S. history. Delvo learned that the downtown blocks that he grew up calling “Skid Row” used to be a hub for some of this organizing and the home of the largest Filipino community outside of the Philippines. The area’s older nickname had been “Little Manila.” Filipinos owned businesses there, pooled their funds to secure dignified burials for their dead, and eventually opened a community center to support civic ties and cultural practices.

1. These facts, like many about Stockton’s Filipino community, were assembled in a masterful urban history by Dawn Bohulano Mabalon, whose academic research and activism for historical preservation have partnered with and been an inspiration for Delvo and many of the ethnic studies leaders mentioned in this Essay. See Dawn Bohulano Mabalon, Little Manila Is in the Heart: The Making of the Filipina/o American Community in Stockton, California 152 (2013).
4. Id. at 254–63.
None of these facts were discussed during Delvo’s childhood or in the Filipino community in Stockton. His network had “melting pot, not salad bowl people,” Delvo says. Look ahead, Delvo was taught. In Stockton public schools, where local and California history started and ended with the Gold Rush, Delvo didn’t learn any of this history either. But he got the education he needed just in the nick of time. Before his father died, Delvo had learned his truer family story: His father had to wait until his 50s before he could fall in love, marry, and become a parent; and he had spent his youth organizing for Filipino farmworkers’ labor rights alongside the visionary leader Larry Itliong. That context, Delvo said, “allowed me to say thank you to my father before he died.” As Delvo spoke, he paused and swallowed, noticing how that description failed to live up to what he meant to convey. “It was so much deeper than words can express.”

Ethnic studies had given Delvo a truer history of his state and his city, which in turn transformed how he understood his own family. That kind of curriculum is ascendant in America. So too, ethnic studies is under assault in America. In this moment of polarized politics, this Essay reflects on the role of that curriculum in one place, for three people. The place is Stockton—the most diverse city in America and home to a grassroots, DIY

7. Interview with Dillon Delvo, supra note 5.
8. Id.
ethnic studies movement dating back to the 2000s. Stockton can be a reference point for other school districts and states, including California, which in 2021 became the first U.S. state to require that public high schools teach ethnic studies. Three generations of leaders of ethnic studies curriculum in Stockton—each of whom was shaped personally by their own ethnic studies education—offer a window into what the work has been about.

Our purpose is more modest than to take up the academic or political debate about the merits of the curriculum, or even the choice about whether to standardize it statewide. We simply intend to sit with the more personal vantage points of three people (each a teacher or a student) in one city as a way of regrounding those debates. What follows is a brief racial history of the city of Stockton (in Part I) and a look at the origin and legal context of the city’s ethnic studies curriculum (in Part II). Three personal narratives (in Part III) help chronicle the development of the curriculum and bring its impacts to life. In the Conclusion, in light of the ongoing history of segregation and inequality in Stockton, we reflect back on the use of ethnic studies as a court-ordered remedy for de jure and de facto school segregation.


13. For valuable law review articles evaluating the controversies over K–12 ethnic studies (most of which focus on the political battles in Arizona), see generally Steven W. Bender, Silencing Culture and Culturing Silence: A Comparative Experience of Centrifugal Forces in the Ethnic Studies Curriculum, 33 U. Mich. J.L. Reform 329 (2000) (personal reflection on silence and race in undergraduate ethnic studies classes); Richard Delgado, Precious Knowledge: State Bans on Ethnic Studies, Book Traffickers (Librotraficantes), and a New Type of Race Trial, 91 N.C. L. Rev. 1513 (2013) (framing the legal battles over ethnic studies, including in Arizona, as “the right to learn one’s own history and culture”); Nicholas B. Lundholm, Cutting Class: Why Arizona’s Ethnic Studies Ban Won’t Ban Ethnic Studies, 53 Ariz. L. Rev. 1041 (2011) (presenting a close analysis of the history of Arizona’s H.B. 2281 and the ethnic studies curriculum it targeted); Ronald L. Mize, The Contemporary Assault on Ethnic Studies, 47 J. Marshall L. Rev. 1189 (2014) (providing a critical analysis of why “ethnic studies knowledge [is] deemed dangerous”); Margaret E. Montoya, Silence and Silencing: Their Centripetal and Centrifugal Forces in Legal Communication, Pedagogy and Discourse, 33 U. Mich. J.L. Reform 263 (2000) (drawing from humanities and cultural analysis of silence and silencing to analyze and critique law school pedagogy); Lupe S. Salinas, Arizona’s Desire to Eliminate Ethnic Studies Programs: A Time to Take the “Pill” and to Engage Latino Students in Critical Education About Their History, 14 Harv. Latino L. Rev. 301 (2011) (describing the history of and backlash against the Mexican American Studies Program in the Tucson Unified School District). Salinas’s piece makes the additional valuable point that “high school students . . . are also mature enough to learn of the injustices that our country perpetrated . . . . Only then can we live up to the true meaning of the First Amendment by allowing those with knowledge to share it and those who lack it to receive that wisdom.” Id. at 323.
Ethnic studies, these voices convey, is part of how Stockton is healing from more than 150 years of racial segregation in housing and education. In a city (like so many others) where race determined housing and housing determined educational opportunity, Stockton has needed to rescue its students’ self-confidence, educational ambition, sense of possibility, and trust in one another. In public high schools that are majority non-white (which is also common14), that work has meant diversifying the authors, leaders, and historical facts that youth meet during their school years. What segregation long degraded—the sense of self and possibility—ethnic studies has tried to rebuild. Ethnic studies could not integrate Stockton’s schools but it could, and did, finally integrate the content of their lessons to reflect the people in the room.

I. LEARNING FROM STOCKTON

Stockton, California has been ranked the most diverse big city in America.15 To earn that status, the city beat even famously international cities like Los Angeles and New York. Its people are a portal into domestic and global history. The city is about 45% Latino, 21% Asian, 18% white, 11% Black, 1% Native American, and 0.5% Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, with about 18% of the population crossing categories to identify as multiracial.16 One in four of its residents were born abroad.17 Stockton’s community was diverse hundreds of years before the arrival of Europeans: The first residents of this area, the Yokuts, lived at the geographic center of a wider temperate and fertile valley that provided for distinct Native American and Indigenous communities who spoke dozens of languages and dialects.18 Today, the residents of Stockton are descendants or refugees of the California Genocide and Spanish colonization, the Gold Rush, rural poverty in nineteenth century China and Japan, American war

14. For one of many windows into rising racial diversity overall in American public schools, but the ongoing racial segregation within any given school, see Katherine Schaeffer, U.S. Public School Students Often Go to Schools Where at Least Half of Their Peers Are the Same Race or Ethnicity, Pew Rsch. Ctr. (Dec. 15, 2021), https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/12/15/u-s-public-school-students-often-go-to-schools-where-at-least-half-of-their-peers-are-the-same-race-or-ethnicity/ [https://perma.cc/M7XB-BT58].


17. Id.

and occupation in the Philippines, the Dust Bowl, the Great Migration of African Americans fleeing the American South, the Vietnam War, the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia, and generations of war, economic colonialism, and interdependence with Mexico. This is a city built by strivers and survivors.

Stockton’s diversity makes it a magnificent laboratory for the wider American experiment—to unite a global people under a single democracy. But within the city, Stockton has not always been integrated or equitable. In 2012, public health researchers discovered a grim fact that captured drastic internal inequality: Life expectancy in a high-income neighborhood called Lincoln Village was twenty-one years longer than that in the neighborhoods of downtown and South Stockton. The two sections of the city are as little as seven miles apart. This difference tracks other metrics of wealth and well-being. An in-depth analysis of Stockton’s Human Development Index (a composite of educational, income, and life expectancy data) found that the score for the more affluent North Stockton was nearly twice as high as the score for South Stockton. The high school graduation rate in the school district serving the southern neighborhoods has improved in recent years, but it remains fourteen percentage points lower than that of the northern neighborhoods. The 2020 Census revealed some neighborhoods in Stockton (nearly all on the South Side) with poverty rates above 50%, while the higher-income neighborhood of Brookside had a poverty rate of less than 1%.


23. See Aaron Leathley, Where Are the Most—And Least—Impoverished Areas in Stockton? This Map Will Show You, The Record (May 13, 2022), https://www.recordnet.com/story/business/economy/2022/05/13/survey-shows-which-stockton-areas-most-and-
Stockton included seven of the ten unhealthiest neighborhoods across all cities and rural areas in San Joaquin County. A comprehensive demographic analysis found that the city’s most disadvantaged neighborhoods (all of which are in central or South Stockton) are more than 93.8% persons of color (including Latinos), compared with 69.3% countywide. Nearly one-third of the households in those neighborhoods spend over 50% of their income on rent.

A child growing up in Stockton would not need those kinds of data points to learn about neighborhood inequality. Prosperity and poverty are obvious on the visible surface of the city and in its social “common sense.” The best northern neighborhoods have tree-lined sidewalks, decorative lakes, and scenic canals; the poorest central and southern ones have potholed streets and scrappy young street trees planted by nonprofits. Casual discourse refers to the “good” schools in and around Lincoln Village and Brookside, and the “bad” ones downtown and on the South Side. Decade after decade, children learned that north side neighborhoods were seen as the safe ones, and that police acted like “keeping it that way” meant keeping people of color out. “The unsaid thing, when you’re growing up in South Stockton,” said Dillon Delvo, “is that you’re in this community because your family is not good as the more affluent families. There was always a sense of shame and unworthiness—a feeling like you don’t have a right to thrive.” It is a sentiment that one hears again and again from people who grew up on the poor and non-white side of Stockton’s color line.
Because racial segregation tracked the wealth gap, it endangered the self-confidence required for children of color to believe they could succeed in school and beyond. Legal scholar Richard Delgado predicted as much when he wrote:

A minority child from a low-income background could easily conclude that something is wrong with her people and that the whites who enjoy a better standard of living are superior—more intelligent, more energetic, and with a better culture and habits than hers. If we are poor, such a child may reason, it must be our fault.29

Without education about the city’s history of segregation and disinvestment, more prosperous residents, city staff, or public officials may also treat the poor neighborhoods of color as lost causes of their own making. African American community worker Andre Belion captured that concern in a 2018 interview when he observed that white Stocktonians seemed to think less of the people who lived on the south side, as if “that’s just the way they live.”30 It was not just non-white youth, his remark conveyed, who needed to understand why Stockton looked the way it did.

The differences between wealthy and poor neighborhoods were not determined by talent, work ethic, or culture. They were set in motion by the basic facts of the city’s history. Northern subdivisions like Lincoln Village were developed for all-white occupancy using racially restrictive covenants, which favored white applicants for mortgage lending and investment on 1930s Home Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC) redlined maps.31 Ever since, Northern subdivisions have been protected from “locally undesirable land uses” that depress neighbors’ quality of life and property values even as they benefit the city as whole. Highway route planning favored northwestern neighborhoods’ access, but spared those areas the harms of demolition and fragmentation borne by downtown and southern neighborhoods.32 South Stockton was reinforced as the non-white, high-poverty side of town. State and local public housing authorities placed all of the city’s large-scale public housing developments in South Stockton and surrounding neighborhoods, making them some of the poorest and most racially segregated neighborhoods in the state. Segregationist policing ticketed or endangered non-white motorists when they entered northern neighborhoods, a pattern that Stockton residents

29. Delgado, supra note 13, at 1538.
32. Id.; see also National Parks Service, Civil Rights in America: Racial Discrimination in Housing 24, 39 (2021), https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nationalhistoriclandmarks/upload/Civil_Rights_Housing_NHL_Theme_Study_revisedfinal.pdf [https://perma.cc/PAJ9-JZBG].
experience to this day. South Stockton was also skipped over for all types of investments—from mortgage lending for homeowners to public spending on street trees, from subsidies for grocery stores to spending on parks. A San Joaquin County grand jury investigation in 2014 found that Stockton’s City Hall had never served South Stockton “in any sustained and meaningful way.”

North and South Stockton have another giant difference that both explained and reinforced segregation. They are in separate school districts. The Stockton Unified School District covers all historic parts of the city and is nearly 96% non-white. The Lincoln Unified School District was formed as a new school district as part of a political bargain with developers to minimize their taxes, maximize land values, and avoid school integration. Then and now, educational quality has tracked property values; and in a mutually reinforcing cycle, property values have reflected the stronger educational opportunity available to northern homeowners. As school-based segregation broke down within the Stockton Unified School District after Brown v. Board of Education in 1954, white families fled across the school district border into Lincoln Unified to avoid integration efforts in Stockton schools. The Lincoln Unified School District has become much more diverse since the 1990s as families of color have been displaced to Stockton by rising Bay Area real estate prices, and exploitative subprime lending across the city hurt these newer northside households. Yet there nonetheless remains a stubborn gap in access to financial resources between the two districts. The median household income of

---


34. Anderson, Fight to Save the Town, supra note 19, at 40–41, 48–49.


38. Professor Julia Mendoza’s forthcoming ethnographic history of Stockton’s education system, from the desegregation movement to the modern effort to remove police from schools, will bring this history to life in the most personal terms. See Julia Mendoza, The Miseducation of the Barrio: The School to Prison Pipeline in Stockton, California (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author (Anderson)).


40. See id.
families living within Lincoln Unified is more than $20,000 higher than it is for families living within Stockton Unified.41

While the thousands of young people growing up in South Stockton saw the impact of these policy decisions in their neighborhoods, the broader root causes of these disparities were absent from school and civic conversations until recently. Seeking to mitigate the sense of shame and internalized racism that was passing from parents to children, a generation of Stockton college graduates (including Delvo) began to build a grassroots educational after-school program. They set out to give the youth of color in the Stockton Unified School District, many of whom were experiencing poverty, a sense of their history. Pride in the interracial origins of the region’s agricultural and industrial productivity enhanced how students understood their families, neighbors, and neighborhoods. Spurred to action by generations of activists who came before, students then led local campaigns to seek district funding and approvals for one of California’s earliest public school ethnic studies programs.

II. ETHNIC STUDIES IN STOCKTON AND CALIFORNIA

California’s ethnic studies mandate (enacted in 2021) will go into effect between 2029 and 2030.42 In giving an overview of one early implementation of this curriculum in Central California, this Part explores how these programs might begin to counteract some of the negative consequences of historic educational segregation, redlining, and disinvestment from school systems serving Black and Brown students.43 Proponents of the state’s new ethnic studies requirement note that in districts like San Francisco Unified (which has offered ethnic studies courses for decades), these classes have had a positive impact on student attendance, graduation rates, and college enrollment—particularly among students of color.44 After this requirement was signed into law,


California Secretary of State Dr. Shirley Weber (herself an emerita professor of Africana Studies at San Diego State University) said, “[A]t a time when some states are retreating from an accurate discussion of our history . . . California continues to lead in its teaching of ethnic studies,” which has the capacity to help students “build character,” “learn how people from their own or different backgrounds face challenges, overcome them,” and “contribute[] to American society.”45 The state will invest at least $50 million to support K–12 districts, county offices of education, and charter schools to develop and implement this curriculum over the next several years.46

While the state’s commitment to ethnic studies in the K–12 system is new, educators, students, and community leaders have worked for decades to introduce liberatory, inclusive history into California’s public schools. In cities like Stockton, San Francisco, Long Beach, and Los Angeles, teachers have long worked to build ethnic studies programs that seek to combat racism and promote social justice—often without formal support from local policymakers.47 Inspired by the wide-ranging college student protests at San Francisco State University and UC Berkeley in the late 1960s (which led to the establishment of the first courses in African American, Chicano, Asian American, and Native American studies at state universities),48 these grassroots, community-driven initiatives offer an example of what it could look like to use ethnic studies programs to build an inclusive system that provides a high-quality education to all students.

Stockton’s efforts to build that kind of program began in 2009, when a handful of educators (largely coordinated through the organization Little Manila Rising) launched a series of volunteer-led after-school programs with the intention of someday formalizing this curriculum during the school day. Dillon Delvo, Alma Riego, Aldrich Sabac, and Brian Batugo—all Stockton-raised teachers who had been trained at California State University and University of California campuses—built the Little Manila After School Program, specifically focused on introducing students at Edison High School in South Stockton to local Filipina/o history.49

In 2016, a related, broader project emerged when a dozen teachers came together to teach an after-school class. Rather than call the class

curriculum and finding considerable evidence of positive academic and social impacts for students of varied ages).
45. Fensterwald, California Becomes, supra note 42 (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting Shirley Weber, Cal. Sec’y of State).
46. Id.
48. Id.
“U.S. History,” they called it “us History,” reflecting coursework they had studied in Black Feminist Theory, Chicana Studies, LGBT+ studies, and local history. In 2017, these teachers and their students pushed the Stockton Unified School District to approve the first course description for a pilot ethnic studies class, which several of the us History educators then taught. In 2019, the school board for Stockton Unified passed a resolution strengthening and expanding the existing ethnic studies program, establishing dedicated staffing to develop a district-wide curriculum, and providing resources for teachers to collaborate to improve the program. These courses are now offered at all Stockton Unified high schools. According to a 2020 study administered by the program, 92 percent of students who took the courses had developed an increased appreciation for other cultures, 90 percent enjoyed the course, and 85 percent would recommend it to other students.

Stockton’s multiethnic coalition of teachers had succeeded in launching some of the first ethnic studies courses in any public schools in the California interior, a region of roughly seven million people. They had to overcome political opposition, interethnic competition, and the resource scarcity inherent in a district that serves a student population that is more than 80% low income.

III. THE EXPERIENCE OF ETHNIC STUDIES IN STOCKTON

Some of the best spokespeople for Stockton’s ethnic studies curriculum are its builders and its beneficiaries. In their own lives and educations, they experienced the limitations of standard history curricula and saw the community-building potential of more inclusive stories. Their observations have useful implications for managing changing student demographics—a particularly relevant insight for California and other

50. This group of teachers included one of this Essay’s authors, Lange Luntao. For a fuller history of this effort, see generally Susan Brenna, Recovering From Historical Amnesia, Teach for Am. Mag. (Jan. 30, 2018), https://www.teachforamerica.org/one-day/magazine/recovering-from-historical-amnesia [https://perma.cc/7RM3-599X].


53. Posnick-Goodwin, supra note 47.


states with a minority-white student body in their public schools.\textsuperscript{56} What follows are lightly edited oral histories from three graduates of Stockton public schools: one “elder” leader, one current teacher, and one college student.

A. Dillon Delvo: Program Founder\textsuperscript{57}

Delvo, whose story opened this Essay, is a father, educator, youth minister, nonprofit founder, and a second-generation Filipino American who was born and raised in South Stockton. After graduating from Edison High School, Delvo attended San Francisco State University, where Asian American studies helped him make sense of his own family’s migration history. After graduation, an elementary school friend (the late Dr. Dawn Bohulano Mabalon) alerted him to the impending destruction of some of the last buildings in Stockton’s historic Little Manila. He and Mabalon established Little Manila Rising, which has developed neighborhood and youth programs in martial arts, dance, health outreach, urban forestry, and historical/cultural preservation. Delvo continues to lead the organization as Executive Director and has been among the city’s leading advocates for adoption of ethnic studies in Stockton schools.

I never learned Filipina/o history while I was in Stockton. I only learned it when I went to San Francisco State. The very first class I ever took in college was called “The Psyche and Behavior of Filipinos.” And I was like, “I’ll get an easy A! What’s in the final—how to wrap lumpia?” [Delvo laughs.]

But once I took that class, it proved how wrong I was and how little I knew. It reshaped me as a student. It gave context to my own existence, meaning that I had a direct relation to the first generation of Filipinos in America. I remember vividly how that first class started: The professor walked in, and he was dressed as a homeless person. I didn’t know that he was the professor—he sat with the students, and we were just waiting for the professor to show up. Finally, this guy that was dressed as a homeless person stood up and said, “Where is the professor?” And then he slowly started undressing while giving a monologue, and by the end he was in full Barong Tagalog [Filipino formal attire]. His point was to talk about Filipino American identity and how we were invisible. My mind was blown!

Just that first class alone was transformational for me and made me question what I had learned back at home. It eventually made me so passionate that I actually went back to my U.S. History teacher kind of angry. She was my favorite teacher at Edison High School, Sarah Davenport—one of the best teachers ever. I asked her: “You teach U.S. history—how come none of our history is a part of this? How could we

\textsuperscript{56} Public School Enrollment, By Race/Ethnicity, Kids Data, https://www.kidsdata.org/topic/36/school-enrollment-race/table [https://perma.cc/VELG-7SFD6] (last visited Feb. 1, 2023) (documenting that 21.7% of California’s public school students are white).

\textsuperscript{57} This section is an oral history told in the voice of Dillon Delvo (described above). Interview with Dillon Delvo, supra note 5.
come from our city without learning any of our city’s history?” She did that teacher jiu-jitsu thing. [Delvo laughs.] Very apologetically, she said, “I never learned about this either. I would love for you to come back to my class and teach one day of my U.S. history class.” I agreed, which I immediately regretted, because when I was like eighteen or nineteen years old, I had this huge fear of public speaking.

I wanted to do this because someone had to help—how could this not be taught at the high school level, or in Stockton? Because by then I was changing into a different student. Prior to this, I wanted to get an easy A in a Filipino History class, but after the class I began wondering, I should have known the history of my family, right? I should have known this about my neighborhood. I should have known this about my community. Shouldn’t you understand this history to be able to function as a person from Stockton or as a person from California or just as a citizen of the United States? That’s what was going on for me at a macro level, but at a micro level, it’s like I didn’t even know who my parents were. I felt so betrayed. I began to understand the effects of colonialism on family relationships and formation. I realized that these interactions that we’ve had weren’t expressions of disagreement with me and my dreams, but the only way that other generations could express love. It changes everything. I became really passionate about that, and so I taught that class every year at Edison. I was terrified, but I was more angry than terrified.

My visits to Ms. Davenport’s class turned into a workshop on the importance of ethnic studies. I would basically tell the folks in the class, “When you go to college, take these courses because they’re not teaching us this here and it will change your world. These courses help you make sense of why our community is the way it is. It’s not our fault.” I was trying to expose the unsaid thing, which is that when you’re growing up in South Stockton, you’re in this community because your family is not as good as the more affluent families. There was always a sense of shame and unworthiness—a feeling like you don’t have a right to thrive. It’s not talked about, but it’s deep down in our psyche. It informs our imposter syndrome. I’m approaching fifty and I’m just starting to understand the depths of the damage done to me.

Looking back on my history education when I was a kid in Stockton, what was missing was a sense of relevance. I’m not related to George Washington. George Washington’s story doesn’t tell anything about my ancestors and their sacrifices. Not that I shouldn’t learn those other things, but I think there’s a concerted effort to erase other histories. This makes our country into a very monolithic narrative instead of the incredibly organic tapestry of what America really is. This has a lot to do with the economy, too, especially if you come from an immigrant family. Especially for Filipinos, we’re only allowed into this country because there was an economic need in the United States in the 1920s and ’30s for field labor in California agriculture. Slavery had ended. Chinese and Japanese immigrants were already excluded. They needed a source for cheap labor.
That’s the only reason my father came to this country. Then, of course later on, with the Vietnam War, immigration was only restarted for Filipinos because of the need for nurses. So the narrative of conventional U.S. history is you’re only allowed into our country so you can become a cog in this economic engine. That’s not a great narrative for our young people! But that is what’s taught. We’re taught to expect that you go to school so that you can get a job and make good money. If you’re a young person with hopes and dreams—no one dreams of growing up just to add to the economy. No kid does that! You grow up wanting to change the world, to make a difference, to help your family and community. Yet none of the curriculum supported that.

Taking ethnic studies courses made me a better student because it gave me context to learn, “How did I even have the opportunity to be in this college class when I’m just one generation removed from my father, who could only become a field worker?” It helped me understand his struggle, which I had known nothing about. It made me realize: Oh, I do need to get good grades. There is a legacy that I need to live up to and uplift and to spread. That’s why [Dr.] Dawn[ Bohulano Mabalon]’s work is so important, because she’s basically saying in [her book] Little Manila Is in the Heart: “This is a story that was not told to you. It belongs to you. It’s a better definition of you and us, and it’s beautiful.” And that’s just square one! The real question, which you’ve got to answer for the rest of your life, is “What are you going to do with it?”

The simple truth is, if you ask any student that is engaged in ethnic studies what the content is about, you learn the history of your own family and this history in context, but it also leads to better understanding of others’ histories. Every culture has their own unique experience, but what I’ve learned is how much more alike we are. There’s this narrative that “if we teach ethnic studies it’s going to divide us!” For me, ethnic studies taught me about allyship, what that really means and entails.

So, to go back to my timeline, I took that Filipino Studies class, became very passionate, ended up taking a major in Film and a minor in Asian American studies, and graduated from San Francisco State in 1997. I came back to Stockton and became a youth minister at St. George Catholic Church in 1997. Then, around 1999, I connected with Dawn, who was my friend in the seventh grade but we had fallen out of touch. She had just graduated from UCLA and we reconnected at Barrio Fiesta (an annual Filipino festival). She was in this booth and selling these Filipino empowerment t-shirts called Downright Pinoy. At the time, I had started an organization with another friend called PAK—Philippine American Kaibigan. It was a Filipino youth group that taught about Filipino American history. It was a precursor to Little Manila After School Program and we were doing it out of a church. The students in our program happened to be in charge of entertainment for this Barrio Fiesta. And I remember Dawn walking up to me and she had tears in her eyes, and she said, “This is so beautiful! This is what needs to happen in Stockton!” And
she asked me, “Did you know that they’re going to destroy the last remaining buildings of Little Manila?” and I said, “No.” She was about to go back to Stanford to start her dissertation on Stockton’s Filipino American history but she was so upset that no one was doing anything to preserve our community’s history. We talked some more and realized that it was too late to save the original building, but I had a film degree so we agreed that if this was going to happen, at least someone was going to document it—and then we started organizing to protect it long-term. But that’s the main thing: Dawn and I in high school were two completely different people from the ones that reconnected after college. It was because of ethnic studies.

My teacher asking me to teach one class is really the seed that put me on a trajectory to believing that ethnic studies content needs to come into a classroom. When we started Little Manila, Dawn was all about historic preservation—we need to fight the city, we need to make sure these developers don’t take over. My first reaction is always pessimism. I said, “Oh, there’s no way. How the hell are we supposed to fight these millionaires? We just graduated from college! I have to figure out how to pay back my student loans.” Dawn’s thinking, “We’re going to fight the city, we’re going to win.” I was on board, but in the back of my mind I was thinking about how we also needed to be focused on getting this content in the classroom. At that time, we did not have the power to prevent these buildings from coming down, but then the way we could fight back was through informing the youth. If we can’t preserve the buildings physically, we could at least preserve them through the curriculum and the things that we’re teaching our children. We focused on Filipino American history because that was my specialty and that’s what I could teach, but I believed that we needed this to happen for all our people.

A few years later, I was elected to the school board and asked, “Shouldn’t we have ethnic studies?” And there wasn’t really a model for how to do this at that time, so we decided to start small and launched an after-school program. Alma [Riego] was graduating from UCLA and she came to help me with this, and so we started going to Filipino clubs that were meeting at lunch. We gave a pitch to students: “Hey, want to come to our after-school program? You won’t get any credit. There may or may not be food for you.” But people came! And they started bringing their friends. We didn’t have anything to offer them except knowledge—what a concept! But I think that’s the power of ethnic studies.

Then eventually Brian [Batugo] and Aldrich [Sabac] came back, and they had actually been trained to be teachers. I turned it over to them, and they took Little Manila After School Program to the next level. The next step was to launch us History, because of course this should not just be about Filipino history, but all of our histories. [The founding educators of us History were Aldrich Sabac, Brian Batugo, Gustavo Gonzalez, Dr. Nancy Huante, Dr. Anna Ntiasare Tubbs, Phillip Merlo, Donald Donaire, Nikki Chan, Elaine Barut, CaseyAnn Carbonell, and Lange Luntao.]
As the program grew, our students didn’t agree with our timeline. They would ask, “Why are we learning this after school rather than during school?” And my response would be, “We have this five-year timeline to bring ethnic studies to Stockton Unified.” [Delvo was no longer on the school board at this time.] And the students would ask, “You mean we can’t do this now?” So we shifted into thinking about what knowledge we could give them around direct action and organizing, and then they got it! At the school board meeting where the students made their case, the adults didn’t have to say one word. I was just sitting in the back at a school board meeting, and I didn’t have to say one word. I just watched our students with tears of pride streaming down my face.

B. Gustavo Gonzalez: Ethnic Studies Teacher

Gonzalez is a social studies, history, and ethnic studies teacher at Edison High School, a school of over 2,200 students and the educational heart of South Stockton. The son of immigrants from Jalisco, Mexico, he was raised in Stockton and attended Edison before earning a scholarship to study Comparative Studies in Race and Ethnicity and pursuing his teaching credential at Stanford. He taught the first Mexican American History classes at Edison and later helped design the ethnic studies curriculum for all of the district’s high schools.

My grandparents were poor ranchers in Mexico, and the future prospects looked the same for my parents. My dad would see when his uncles and people from the village would go al norte, go north, and come back with watches and cars, and you know, he wanted that for himself too. So he started migrating to the United States to work seasonally. Eventually he married my mom and they settled down in Stockton.

Why Stockton? Sometimes I wonder that myself. [Gonzalez laughs.] Someone from the village had a factory up here, so that chain migration—having a connection here—brought us up here. My parents really emphasized schooling and homework. My mom would take us to the library even though she couldn’t really read English books herself. It was little picture books at first. After that, it became a habit every week or two to go to the Chavez Library and read. That helped me do well in school.

I didn’t learn the term “ethnic studies” until college. There was nothing like that around [when I was growing up]. I always loved history—I’m a history teacher now. I was one of the only ones in my class who would actually read a textbook and try to pore through the pages. I was always interested in learning about Mexican history. In my U.S. History class, you wouldn’t expect to necessarily see that history, but there was hardly anything about Mexico in there. The one time there was, it was about the Mexican war. It was only a page or two, and we’re the “bad guys.” That’s
all they have about us? You know, I remember wanting to hear more, wanting to know more.

In my English classes, the books that they chose were from the typical standard curriculum—*Brave New World*, *Canterbury Tales*, just all very Western content. Looking back on it, I don’t remember reading much by authors of color. Even though a lot of my teachers were people of color and tried to build connections between their students and the content, I feel like the curriculum wasn’t really rooted in these stories. And I never heard anything about the history of Stockton in my schools.

When I was in high school, I also started to notice inequities in the schools. I did sports at Edison and I would go to Lincoln [High School] or West and Tracy and go to other high schools and think, “Oh, their buildings are a lot nicer than ours.” We had peeling orange carpet from the seventies and old textbooks. I started to see that there are some differences in which schools and which areas get money and which don’t. I started to pay attention to that a little bit.

I remember when I was in high school there was a report from Johns Hopkins that talked about “dropout factories” in America. This was basically just a list of the worst high schools in America. Edison was on there, and I think Stagg and Franklin, so all the big public high schools around here. It basically said, “These schools failed their students.” And I remember thinking: That’s not my experience! I have some pretty good teachers. I like my experience at Edison. Even though maybe other schools have more money, they’re a little nicer. I started to think: Why do people see us that way? And why don’t people finish school? Why do some of my neighbors and classmates want to continue to pursue education and go to college or not? And I saw that there are some teachers who made a difference in their classes, who maybe made people feel a little bit more comfortable. I think from that point on I knew I wanted to be a teacher—to hopefully create a class environment where people would want to learn and people would want to be invested in improving their community.

I went to Stanford and that’s when I started to learn about ethnic studies because of what was happening in Arizona at the time. SB 1070 was happening, the “Show Me Your Papers” Law, and then hearing about what was happening in Tucson—where they tried to shut down the Mexican American Studies classes. I hadn’t really taken classes like that yet, but I remember reading about it and thinking, “That’s wrong.” People should be able to learn about their history. And that’s what inspired me the next year, my sophomore year at Stanford, to take ethnic studies classes.

After I graduated, I taught middle school in San José for a year. I taught at a charter school affiliated with the National Hispanic University on the East Side, which was modeled off of Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs). There was a history teacher opening, and when I got to the interview, they told me I would be teaching Mexican American History. The administrators were Latino, the teachers were Latino, and it
really interested me that this was a community-controlled school. I had never seen that before. And I got the chance to learn it as I was teaching it.

There was not much support and the school had its own struggles (as many charter schools do), but I had the opportunity to develop interesting projects with interesting lessons. Some lessons were a hit and some were not, but I think definitely teaching about the Indigenous backgrounds, talking about the Aztecs and the Maya, I’ve always found that students really find an interest in that because it’s rarely touched upon in schools. When you tell them about the complexity of Tenochtitlan and how some of our ancestors built this amazing city that wowed the Spanish conquerors that came in. Those are fascinating stories. There should be so many Hollywood movies about them.

I always knew I was going to come back to Stockton—it was kind of just a matter of time. I know that teaching is tough and that your first few years are going to be difficult. But after four years in San José I started to think: Let’s see what’s going in in Stockton. I had heard about the good work going on. I had seen some articles about people, former classmates of mine, doing ethnic studies in Stockton. This was at the time they were doing the us History Program. I wanted to get involved with that. So I reached out to see if I could be a guest speaker and lead one workshop at this after-school ethnic studies program. I got to teach a workshop on the Chicano Walkouts of 1968. It was fun to teach. It really solidified in my head that all these things I had learned so far in San José, I could bring home. I talked to Dillon, who was the leader of Little Manila Rising and who had set the ultimate goal of getting ethnic studies started in schools, rather than after school. And I got a job at my alma mater, Edison.

My first year at Edison, Ethnic Studies was not officially part of course registration. I was teaching World History and Economics/Government. But I worked with the counselors to put Ethnic Studies on the course registration, and then I worked with students to help recruit others. I made flyers, they helped me distribute them all across campus, and after that first year we had about 200 students register—eight sections! So we had had to get multiple teachers to teach the course that first year.

I went in excited to teach Ethnic Studies, but this was an introductory course where students learned about people of different backgrounds, with themes and principles that I had never taught before. So I connected with other teachers across the district and we were kind of building it as we went. This was a teacher-led effort from the beginning. We weren’t getting paid to meet after school. We just really wanted to make good lessons and do justice to Ethnic Studies. So I worked with JR [Ed Arimboanga, Jr.] and Oscar [Garibay] that summer to plan our units. We met twice a month throughout the year to go over how the lessons were going and what should we do next week. We were co-constructing lessons and units together. JR’s experience from San Francisco rooted it, but it was all of us coming together and having discussions. It was beautiful. You
don’t see that too often. It was very powerful and inspiring. I felt like I definitely made the right decision to come home. There was a good community of teachers who were pushing the good work that I believed in.

There was a ton of momentum building across all of our schools and our sites. We also worked together to write a resolution to secure support and funding for the program and to clarify that the program is about teaching race, gender, ethnicity, addressing some of the historical wrongs and trying to correct them. It also went on to establish a teacher on special assignment role, which JR filled.

We were bringing community members together to build an inclusive curriculum, and then COVID-19 happened and paused a lot of that. You can’t really teach an authentic ethnic studies course unless you’re having authentic conversations, you know, in person—so that did a bit to stifle some of the work. But also we remained super connected in terms of talking about politics and keeping our work together. That gave me a lifeline connection with the ethnic studies teachers. I don’t know how long I’d be in Stockton Unified School District if I didn’t have that group of teachers to work with and bond with. Without ethnic studies, I definitely would have felt very isolated as a teacher throughout that whole “Zoom year.”

There have been challenges. As we left COVID, we lost our leader [Ed Arimboanga, Jr.] and our work has been stifled a bit. The politics of the board flipped; it had a more conservative tilt for a couple of years. Despite the fact that our school board and leadership are full of people of color, when we proposed to expand ethnic studies into other branches of African American studies and Native studies, the courses never even went up for a vote.

It was only recently that newly elected leadership in the district did approve new courses for the next school year—“Black & African American Studies,” “Native American Indian Studies,” and “Art & Ethnic Studies.” These course offerings make it so that more of our students have the opportunity to see their families’ stories represented in the curriculum. These new additions provide me hope, but this experience also showed me how there is a constant state of advocacy that ethnic studies teachers must have in addition to their regular responsibilities as an educator.

I want to emphasize that ethnic studies is not the silver bullet that’s going to keep kids in school, but I think it can help. I think there are some students who are really drawn to it and for some reason those are the classes that they really enjoy. It’s one potential solution out of many that needs to happen. But I think the true power of ethnic studies is in the stories and uncovering histories about ourselves and about our city. Our city, Stockton, has a lot of historical significance, and it also has a lot of trauma. There are so many problems that have happened and continue to happen. Unless we can look at it and really understand it, we’re never
going to learn and grow from that. It was really cool for us to take these stories, for students to see: Hey, some of your neighbors are immigrants. They left from Mexico for this reason. Some of your neighbors are from Laos. They escaped because of U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War out there. It really humanized—for me, and for some of our students—the people around us. It helped us to better understand each other. That’s really what our class is about.

C. Gloria Alonso: Edison High School Graduate

Gloria Alonso was interviewed when she was a senior at the California State University of Sacramento, majoring in Geography (Metropolitan Area Planning). She grew up in Tijuana, Mexico, as the daughter of an Indigenous man from Michoacán and a woman from Oaxaca. Her family moved to the United States when Alonso was a teenager. She was one of the first students to participate in the Stockton us History after-school program while she attended Edison High School. The course helped her gain the confidence, social foothold, and self-advocacy skills she needed to learn English, transfer into general education courses, graduate from high school, and imagine herself going to college. She became a leader in formalizing ethnic studies courses throughout Stockton Unified School District. Alonso's homeland experiences have shaped her advocacy around environmental issues, equitable land use, and immigration reform, and she now works as a Climate Water Advocate with Restore the Delta, a local nonprofit organization.

I migrated in 2014 when I was fourteen years old from Tijuana, Baja California, in Mexico. My parents were economically distressed, so they had to migrate and we ended up landing in Stockton. After arriving in the community, I was really earnest to acquire education and just get myself enrolled, but my mom had very strong fears. So in my first few months of being in the United States, I worked in the fields with my mom, and I was okay. I was fine with that.

The person I was there and then was someone already forming beliefs. I remember vividly how I had always been exposed to immigration; within Tijuana there were a lot of asylum seekers and refugees. A lot of people there were not just there because economically induced displacement caused their migration from South America to Tijuana. There were also climate migrants, people that were coming from Haiti or other places like that.

In Stockton we were living in a shared house in one room that was also shared, in the most affordable neighborhood. People in the house had kids who went to school; Mom was encouraged to enroll me. When I finally convinced my mom to enroll me in the closest high school, Edison High School, we struggled because no one was there to speak in Spanish. So my first experience in a U.S. school was having straight-up language
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barriers. Later on, we tried again. We took our papers from my schooling in Mexico, and I was able to translate them on Google (This isn’t sponsored by Google!). We submitted those things, we filled out a form, and they returned with my schedule. I started my freshman year in late spring, a few months before the school year ended. My actual first day of school was just with a counselor who didn’t speak Spanish. It was funny because later on down the road, when I graduated, this was the same counselor that told me I could not apply for financial aid to go to school, which was not true. It was like that.

I remember my first classes were the English Language Development (ELD) classes. First level ELD, Spanish, and I don’t remember the other two classes. I was expected to learn English from someone that spoke only English. It was just really difficult those first years, like assimilating completely into what the education system was like and understanding that those were the structural barriers I would have to overcome. A lot of the staff were underqualified to teach migrant students.

It was really explicit to me that I had to level up in the ELD classes to make it out of ELD. I had to pass the standardized test to make it also out of the whole ELD category and access better developed classes, courses that would actually build capacity within me to pursue higher education. So after that first class, I remember I started to emphasize in every single task or assignment or interaction that I had with my teacher that I wanted to get out of ELD because I wanted to complete all my general education requirements and graduate on time—because I was already super behind!

In my sophomore year, one of my teachers was Mr. Sabac, a founding educator of us History. He was really eloquent, he was really passionate, he was really strict, but he was also really community oriented. And Mr. Sabac would go beyond his duties. He’d really connect with students. He would use his phone as a resource and literally translate whatever the students were saying to English and then give back the same energy to interact or create some kind of social education between all the students. I remember students would laugh and would say stuff in Spanish, bad words. Mr. Sabac would be culturally competent enough to say, “I know that’s like a bad word. You shouldn’t be doing that. You should be doing your work.” He was someone who cared. I remember his classroom. He had a lot of posters around. He was really open about pursuing higher education. He was really proud of attending San Francisco State and UCLA and how community members within Stockton helped him get there.

My first interaction with ethnic studies was actually through a flyer! It was outside of Mr. Sabac’s classroom. I actually remember explicitly and vividly the day that I walked out of the classroom and I was like, “Oh, Mr. Sabac, what is this?” And he was like, “It’s an after-school program! We’re meeting this week. It’s our second meeting. You should come.” Back then I didn’t know how to speak English as fluently, but I still tried because I was craving a community and a sense of place.
At the first meeting we were a really energized group. But it made me sad that I couldn’t say anything. [The us History educators] did an amazing job at bridging those gaps. Mr. Sabac was there so I had already had one educator I felt comfortable with. And then I met Nancy [Huante], and I was like “What?! There is a whole person that can teach Chicano culture, and Mexican culture, and connect it to the larger Hispanic culture—and she’s fluent in Spanish?” So it was super easy to connect with her.

To understand my later education, there’s an important story from my childhood. When I was living in Tijuana, I participated in a program with Save the Children to do a short documentary on something that we were interested in. And I chose immigration, so I went to the “wound,” as some scholars call it,60 the crossing between Tijuana and San Diego. You have various trains crossing, a lot of economic activity goes on there. You have a lot of people that are selling stuff without regulations, people that have literally just been deported, people that live in el bargo, which is a canal. I was ten years old, and we made a whole narrative out of it, and I ended up winning an award. It was really fun. It was interesting to record these experiences and learn something from it, but they’re not your experiences. In hindsight, it’s also kind of a narrative exploitation.

Ethnic studies is doing the complete opposite of narrative exploitation. It’s as though, now you have this group of people who have suffered all this stuff, but how can we help them to put their lives into context and actually make sense of them under the structure that we live in?

I think when I first came here, I just understood Stockton as a place where I could rest my head after school. After joining ethnic studies, my perspective changed. I cared more about land use—understanding this whole critical perspective about social movements and how disadvantaged communities are affected by industrial zoning. It opened my eyes to how, because of the working conditions, employment opportunities, even climate conditions, people can no longer afford the community they live in—they’re going to be displaced. In general, throughout all my schooling, I would have liked to be more explicit or have my educators be more explicit about place, especially because from a very, very young age that was important to me.

Now that I’m doing a lot of water justice work and understanding urban ecology, I see a lot of teaching from cultures that have been erased or oppressed. All community members have a cultural bond to their landscape. They learn about how the landscape works, and they put that to work in their daily lives. So when you talk about water justice, there are Indigenous tribes that have literally been the stewards of waterways for
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millennia. They have learned how to take care of the environment. They have learned how to make it sustainable, prevent mass wildfires. If we can apply these concepts that people have developed over time into creating more sustainable infrastructure for the state and localities, that will be fairer. That’s the work I want to do with my college degree.

CONCLUSION: ETHNIC STUDIES AS DESEGREGATION

With exceptional levels of racial and ethnic diversity and a student body that was overwhelmingly non-white, Stockton’s ethnic studies leaders built a curriculum to celebrate and reflect the city’s global heritage, to contextualize local inequality, and to humanize groups separated by barriers of language and other cultural differences. It was integration work in a deeper democratic sense: They were laying the foundation for future trust and cooperation in a diverse city. They were helping to break the intergenerational harms of segregation and racial inequality by freeing individuals to imagine they could draw courage, talent, and role models from all of Stockton’s ancestors.

As it happens, the desegregation function of ethnic studies in Stockton is connected to the curriculum’s history. In 1974, the Supreme Court in *Milliken v. Bradley* held that federal courts did not have the power to move school district boundaries to remedy a history of school and housing segregation.61 Courts could, however, order states and school districts to invest in the life chances of children growing up in segregated, non-white districts.62 For at least two decades, in school districts from Delaware to Indianapolis, from Minneapolis to Tucson, courts approved remedial desegregation orders that included funding for an ethnic studies curriculum and teacher training.63 Courts understood this curriculum as
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63. For Delaware, see Evans v. Buchanan, 582 F.2d 750, 771 (3d Cir. 1978) (affirming a district court’s remedial order that curriculum “must preserve respect for the racial and ethnic backgrounds of all students” and “emphasize and reflect the cultural pluralism of
a deliberate remedy for segregation—a source of relief from the shame and hopelessness experienced by children of color raised in schools that were both poor and racially segregated. Scholar Richard Delgado captured this idea in plain terms:

For such a child, ethnic history and literature come as a tonic, for they supply reasons for her community’s low estate. Nothing is wrong with her people. Their poverty, lack of cultural capital, and statistically low levels of achievement are the product of years of systematic suppression. With the burden of self-blame lifted, the child can dive into school and, learning with a strong heart, resolve to become knowledgeable and an agent for social change.64

The harms of segregation, the old cases held, could not be wished away—especially given that de facto racial segregation among school districts would continue. Majority-minority school districts unable to integrate with suburban, majority-white districts would instead need to draw more youth of color into the fold of education, helping them believe in themselves as agents of change. Describing the role of ethnic studies in desegregation cases, scholar M. Isabel Medina put it this way: “Ethnic identity, like any other group-based identity, historically has been used to denigrate, repress, and target; better, instead, to use it as a cause for celebration and as a way to maximize individual opportunity.”65 Without the ability to desegregate the districts and children, in other words, courts turned to integrating the curriculum to include the literature, histories, and leaders from communities of color.

In the Stockton Unified School District, ethnic studies was built for similar purposes. It was never about rage or blame against white people. Ethnic studies in Stockton has been about education—learning the history of the students”). For Indianapolis, see United States v. Bd. of Sch. Comm’rs, 506 F. Supp. 657, 672 (S.D. Ind. 1979), aff’d in part, vacated in part, 637 F.2d 1101 (7th Cir. 1980) (“History courses . . . which ignore the contribution of racial and ethnic groups are antithetical to the successful implementation of a . . . desegregation plan . . . [A]ll schools should assess their curricular offerings for . . . bias. If present, this bias should be replaced by instruction which is in keeping with the goal of cultural pluralism.”). For Minneapolis, see Paula G. Forbes & James A. Cunningham, Jr., Desegregation & the Minneapolis Public Schools, 17 Hamline J. Pub. L. & Pol’y 209, 214 (1996) (describing a remedial desegregation order in Minneapolis requiring curricula and programs, such as ethnic studies, as well as “multi-ethnic learning materials”). For Tucson, see Fisher v. Tucson Unified Sch. Dist., 329 F. Supp. 3d 883, 952 (D. Ariz. 2018) (quoting the 2013 desegregation order’s mandate to “develop and implement culturally relevant courses of instruction designed to reflect the history, experiences, and culture of African American and Mexican American communities” as a strategy to improve student achievement); González v. Douglas, 269 F. Supp. 3d 948, 950–51 (D. Ariz. 2017) (describing the 1974 school desegregation case brought by Latino and Black students against Tucson Unified School District, which became the Fisher case, leading to a remedial consent decree and thus the district’s 1998 implementation of a Mexican American Studies (MAS) program intended to help close the achievement gap between Mexican American and white students).

64. Delgado, supra note 13, at 1538.
of high school students’ families, the backstories of their neighbors’ families, the origins of their neighborhood environments, mechanisms of activism and democracy, and the power to create change across generations. It has carried forth Stockton’s broader, truer history—not just as a Gold Rush town, but as a jewel of American diversity. “Little Manila and the Filipino American story is one of activism and people fighting for their rights,” says Delvo. “It’s panning for gold. That’s the real El Dorado. The gold is our history.” The classrooms Delvo helped to build found gold in the voices and writings of Stockton’s global ancestors, whether rooted in Mexico or Cambodia, the Black South or the Native tribes of California, or dozens of points beyond.

At “us History” sessions and other youth gatherings in Stockton, former Stockton Mayor Michael Tubbs sometimes described how he felt in seventh grade when he read a poem by Tupac Shakur about a rose that grew from concrete. It gave him courage to think that he could grow that way, too. Tubbs recited the poem to call forth his city’s next generation of roses:

Did you hear about the rose
that grew from a crack in the concrete?
Proving nature’s laws wrong,
It learned to walk without having feet.
Funny it seems, but by keeping its dreams,
It learned to breathe fresh air.
Long live the rose that grew from concrete
When no one else even cared!

Ethnic studies has helped a new generation of Stockton youth imagine that they can grow and thrive despite adversity. In a video celebrating that curriculum with a series of “I am” messages about the speaker’s families and the resilience and activism in their diverse communities’ histories, a high school student named Nikki Chan cracked a joke—a loving reference to her region’s most celebrated crop. “I am,” Chan began before a comic pause followed by laughter, “The asparagus that grew from concrete.” Stockton’s future will rely on all of its seedlings breaking through, each one softening the earth for those coming behind.

66. Anderson, Fight to Save the Town, supra note 19, at 43–44; Interview with Dillon Delvo, supra note 5.